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ABSTRACT
To extract knowledge from general web text, it requires to build a
domain-independent extractor that scales to the entire web corpus.
This task is known as Open Information Extraction (OIE). This paper
proposes to apply Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) to accomplish
OIE. To achieve this goal, we define a Markov Decision Process for
OIE and build a simulator to learn the reward signals, which provides
a complete reinforcement learning framework for MCTS. Using this
framework, MCTS explores candidate words (and symbols) under
the guidance of a pre-trained Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) predictor and generates abundant exploration samples during training.
We apply the exploration samples to update the reward simulator
and the predictor, based on which we implement another MCTS to
search the optimal predictions during inference. Empirical evaluation demonstrates that the MCTS inference substantially improves
the accuracy of prediction (more than 10%) and achieves a leading
performance over other state-of-the-art comparison models.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The rapidly-increasing Internet users generate a growing amount of
text data every day. Those text data (e.g., news, tweets or blogs) contain abundant information and meaningful knowledge on various domains. To utilize the large amount of information from the web text,
we would like to build an unlexicalized, domain-independent extractor that scales to the diversity and size of the Web corpus [2, 25, 26].
Among all the topics studied in recent years, Open Information
Extraction (OIE) is essentially the most relevant task that satisfies
the above specifications. OIE requires generating structured representations of information from unstructured knowledge implicit in
natural language sentences. Figure 1 presents an example of OIE. An
OIE extractor should directly distill natural language texts into facts
(entity-relation tuples) without human involvement. The extracted
facts can be applied as the source data of many data mining tasks
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Figure 1: An example of OIE. Given a source sentence, we generate a sequence of facts (F 1 , F 2 , F 3 ). A fact is consisted of subject, relation and object. We use parentheses to separate facts
and $ to denote different components of a fact. Both the symbols (e.g., $) and the words are required to be predicted.
and fuel countless downstream applications [11, 13, 16], including
question & answering, text summarization, word analogy, etc.
Traditional OIE works commonly apply the pattern matching techniques [2, 7, 18] to locate the components of a fact, but pre-defined
matching rules are difficult to generalize across different domains.
To tackle this problem, a recent work [26] learned an end-to-end
extractor which directly generates a sequence of facts from a source
sentence. Based on the Seq2Seq model, their extractor applies the
recurrent encoder-decoder model that iteratively predicts the words
and the symbols (e.g., ’$’ and ’(’ in Figure 1) of prediction sequences.
To enhance the performance, [25] deployed reinforcement learning
(RL) which defines a reward function and updates the extractor with
only sentence-reward pairs from the training dataset. The limitation of [25, 26] is twofold: 1) the lack of exploration constrains the
model’s knowledge about different combinations of candidate words;
2) at each generation step, the traditional Seq2Seq predictor applies
either greedy or beam search to determine the predicted word, which
is likely to trap the solution into a local optimum.
This paper proposes to use Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [5]
to overcome the aforementioned limitation. By applying the rewards
and the prior probabilities from a sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq)
predictor, MCTS builds an action-state game tree, explores different
candidate words (and symbols) at every tree node, and guides the
tree search with a Predictor Upper Confidence Bound (PUCB). As an
effective heuristic, PUCB not only evaluates the currently predicted
words but also looks ahead to the end of prediction, which effectively
prevents local optimum and substantially boosts searching quality.
However, to extend the MCTS solution to OIE tasks, we would
have to deal with multiple challenges: 1) MCTS solutions are built on
the Markov Decision Process (MDP) whereas none of the previous
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works have defined an MDP for knowledge extraction problems.
2) MCTS uses rewards to guide the tree search, but the process of
sequence prediction does not explicitly return such a reward signal.
3) An OIE extractor should efficiently handle a large amount of web
text, but it is difficult for traditional parallel MCTS to finish actions
exploration and predictions generation within a reasonable time.
In this work, to resolve these challenges, we develop a novel RL
framework that incorporates the MCTS solution into the task of
OIE. The RL framework defines a similarity reward that encourages
the model to generate the facts resembling the ground-truth ones.
We also propose a novel reward simulator that dynamically evaluates the predicted facts and continuously provides reward signals
to MCTS when the ground-truth labels are not available. During
training, MCTS explores the candidate words and symbols under the
guidance of a pre-trained Seq2Seq predictor and generates numerous
exploration samples, with which we update both the predictor and
the simulator. Based on the updated predictor and simulator, we
implement another MCTS during inference. To reduce the running
time, we propose a batched parallel MCTS, which makes our model
run nearly 20 times faster than traditional parallel MCTS. Empirical
evaluation shows the MCTS inference achieves a significantly higher
accuracy (more than 10%) than state-of-the-art models.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• To our best knowledge, this is the first work that applies MCTS to
solving the knowledge extraction problem;
• We propose a reward simulator to generate rewards for MCTS;
• We develop an RL framework for the task of OIE which enables
MCTS to search for the optimal prediction sequence during inference and largely improves the prediction accuracy.

2

RELATED WORKS

Open Information Extraction (OIE) [2] defines a domain-independent
task of extracting facts (entity and relation tuples) from the natural language sentences (e.g., news or blogs), in contrast with the
Close Information Extraction (CIE) which identifies instances from
a fixed and finite set of corpus [17, 32]. Traditional OIE solutions
often construct their handcrafted heuristics to locate the facts (e.g.,
OpenIE-v4 system defined two independent extractors: 1) SRLIE
to find verb-based relations [4] and 2) ReNoun to extract nominal
attributes [31]). The existing extraction models mainly apply pattern matching techniques [2, 4, 31]. The handcrafted heuristics and
the pattern matching methods, however, have limited generalization
ability across different domains.
To tackle the problem, some recent OIE works have built deep
recurrent models to capture features from source sentences and iteratively generate a fact (or its labels) word-by-word. For instance, Sun
et al. [26] built an end-to-end OIE extractor based on the Seq2Seq
predictor [27], by directly transferring the input source sentence into
a prediction sequence containing a list of facts. Sun et al. [25] further
improved the performance of Seq2Seq predictors with reinforce algorithm [19], which computes a reward signal and updates the model
with ⟨sequence, rewards⟩ pairs. However, their training data are limited to the existing samples in the dataset. Without exploring other
possible predictions, the reinforce method achieves only limited
improvement over the Seq2Seq extractor. More recently, [15] proposed a Confidence Exploration for OIE without learning a reward
function, ie., their method explores only during training.
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Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [5] is an iterative heuristic
search algorithm that explores different actions and searches for the
optimal sequence of decisions. The exploring and searching ability
has benefited many tasks under game environment [22, 23] (e.g., Go),
which requires a massive number of simulations to determine the
optimal move. To improve the searching efficiency and efficacy, [21]
proposed the Predictor Upper Confidence Bound (PUCB), which
guides MCTS with the prior probabilities from a pre-trained predictor. Another technique of reducing the running time is parallelization:
Chaslot et al. [3] introduced a parallel MCTS implemented with a
multi-thread program, but this parallel framework is only applicable
to the traditional MCTS without interacting with a predictor.

3

TASK FORMULATION AND APPROACH

This section introduces our approach to formulating OIE as a sequence prediction task and developing a reinforcement learning (RL)
framework for MCTS.

3.1

OIE as a Sequence Prediction Task

We accomplish the OIE task in the manner of sequence prediction [1,
14, 26]. The first step is dividing the natural language text into source
sentences. Given a source sentence X , our model iteratively generates
a prediction sequence Ŷ of T items: Ŷ1...T = {ŷ1 , ŷ2 , · · · , ŷT }. Each
item ŷt can be a word or a symbol (e.g., ’$’ and ’(’ in Figure 1) that
marks the predicted facts. A predicted fact Fˆ is a sub-sequence of
prediction Ŷ : F = {ŷt , · · · , ŷt +γ } and t + γ < T . F contains both
the words recording entity-relations and the symbols that mark the
structure of this fact. The order of facts within a prediction sequence
has not been considered during evaluation.

3.2

Construct Markov Model for OIE

We define a Markov Decision Process (MDP) for the task of sequence prediction. At inference step t, the state st of MDP contains
both the source sentence X and the up-to-now predictions Ŷ1..t −1 .
The action at is the next item (word or symbol) to be predicted (ŷt ),
which is selected according to the estimated probability distribution Pr(ŷt |X , Ŷ1..t −1 ) for all candidate words and symbols. After
determining at , our agent reaches the next states st+1 = ⟨X , Ŷ1..t ⟩.
During this transition, the Markov property is strictly preserved as
⟨X , Ŷ1..t ⟩ records all previous knowledge (often with a recurrent
network ). However, one difficulty of building a complete MDP is
that the predictions do not explicitly provide a reward signal. We
discuss this phenomenon and provide our solution in the following.

3.3

Complete the Environment with Rewards

Unlike game environments that directly return reward signals, our
OIE task does not explicitly provide such a signal, so we define an
OIE reward and introduce our approach to computing it.
Our OIE reward r t is the similarity score Sim between predicted facts and ground-truth facts. At inference step t, r t is compute by: 1) given a prediction sequence Ŷ1..t (contains N P predicted facts {Fˆ1 , ..., FˆN P }) and a target sequence Y ∗ (contains NG
∗ } ), we match each predicted fact
ground-truth facts {F 1∗ , ..., F N
G
with a ground-truth fact by finding an optimal assignment that
maximizes their matching similarity. The matched fact pairs are
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min(N , N )

{⟨Fˆi , F j∗ ⟩l }l =1 p G . 2) The similarity score between the prediction sequence and the target sequence is defined as the similarity of
Ímin(Np , NG )
matched facts: Sim(Ŷ1..t , Y ∗ ) =
ð((Fˆi , F ∗ )l ), where ð
l =1

j

denotes the Gestalt Pattern Matching [20]. It is a string-matching
algorithms for determining the similarity of two strings. The essence
of similarity score agrees with the goal of OIE, which is extracting
the most complete and accurate facts that resemble the groundtruth ones. To maximize Sim(Ŷ1..t , Y ∗ ), the agent adjusts its policy
and learns how to generate the prediction sequences containing the
ground-truth facts. However, a limitation of our similarity function is
its requirement of target sequences (available only during training).
During inference, the target sequences (Y ∗ ) are unknown, which hinders the reward computation. To resolve this problem, we introduce a
novel reward simulator S (Section 4.1) that learns with the similarity
function and generates rewards with only Ŷ1..t and X 1...M .

3.4
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target sequences Y ∗ . To achieve this goal, given a source sentence
Np
X and a prediction sequence Ŷ1...t containing Np facts {Fˆi }i=1
, the
reward simulator S should dynamically determine whether the extracted facts record the complete and correct information in X . To
implement such a simulator, we design a two-tower neural structure
which separately fits a fact and a source sentence (Figure 3). Both
towers apply bi-directional LSTM to extract sequential features. The
features are merged to the output layer which generates a score
S(X , Fˆi ) for the fact. The summation of the scores for every facts is
ÍNp
the simulated reward of a prediction sequence: r t = i=1
S(X , Fˆi ).

Our Approach: An RL Framework for MCTS

We introduce our RL framework that enables MCTS to find the optimal prediction sequence for the task of OIE. Figure 2 illustrates our
RL framework where we incorporate MCTS into both the training
and the inference procedures to generate the prediction sequence Ŷ .

Figure 3: Model structure of our reward simulator.
To learn an accurate simulation reward, we utilize the training data
(ground-truth facts are available) and apply the real similarity score
ð(Fˆi , F j∗ ) to supervise the training of simulator by the L2-norm loss
function (Formula (3)). This reward simulator offers an alternative
approach to learning a reward signal when it is hard to explicitly
compute a reward for the sequence prediction problem.
Figure 2: The RL framework for the task of OIE.
During training, we input the training data ⟨X , Y ∗ ⟩ and a pretrained Seq2Seq predictor P0 into the parallel MCTS. MCTS generates numerous exploration sequences and their rewards, with which
we update the predictor and learn a reward simulator S. During inference, given only the source sentences (without target sequences),
MCTS uses the rewards from the updated simulator and probabilities
from the updated predictor to guide the tree search and generate the
prediction sequences Ŷ . This framework enables our model to take
advantage of the exploration ability of MCTS during training and
efficiently search for the optimal predictions during inference. The
learning details of both procedures are introduced in Section 5.

4

MODEL

This section introduces three main elements of the RL framework,
including a reward simulator, a Seq2Seq predictor, and MCTS.

4.1

Reward Simulator

We introduce a novel reward simulator that evaluates current predictions and generates rewards when target sequences are not available.
The reward simulator is a key component of a complete RL environment for OIE, especially under the industrial circumstance where
our model is required to generate predictions without knowing the

4.2

Seq2Seq Predictor

The Seq2Seq model [26, 27] uses an encoder to fit the input sentences and a decoder to generate the prediction sequences. Both the
encoder and the decoder apply a bidirectional Gated Recurrent Units
(GRU) layer to capture sequential relations between words. Following [26], we build an end-to-end Seq2Seq predictor which directly
generates a prediction sequence Ŷ (which contains extracted facts
{Fˆ1 , Fˆ2 , · · · , FˆN P }) when given a source sentence X . At inference
step t, the decoder produces a probability distribution of the candidate words and symbols: Pr(yt |y1 , · · · , yt −1 ; c t ) = д(ht −1 , ϕ t , c t ),
where ht −1 and ϕ t are the hidden states from the GRU encoder
and the GRU decoder respectively, д is the word generation model,
and c t is the dynamic context vector. The decoder implements the
generation model д with the copy mechanism [10] which generates a
prediction ŷt by either copying words from the input sentence X or
selecting symbols from a set of pre-defined markers (e.g., ’$’). This
design satisfies the specification of OIE, which requires: 1) extracting
meaningful information from source sentences (by copying words);
and 2) reconstituting the words with a pre-defined format (defined
with the symbols). The dynamic context vector c t implements the
coverage mechanism [30]. It applies an additional coverage vector
for every word in source sentences to remember their individual
attention history, which prevents information loss or redundancy in
prediction sequences.
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Figure 4: The parallel implementation of MCTS for OIE. After selection, we batch N (batch size)∗ M (play number) states from the
leaf nodes before inputting them to the predictor. The predictor generates the exploration sequences with policy roll-out. We evaluate
the sentences with the similarity function (Sim(Ŷ1..t , Y ∗ )) and the reward simulator (S) during training and inference respectively. To
complete N ∗ M plays, our method requires only one interaction with the neural model, and thus effectively accelerates MCTS.

4.3

MCTS

In this section, we introduce MCTS based on the Seq2Seq predictor [23] and our approach to accelerating MCTS with parallelization.
4.3.1 Predictor MCTS. MCTS is mainly about building and updating a game tree where nodes denote the states st =⟨X , Ỹ1..t −1 ⟩
and edges represent the actions to be explored at =⟨ỹ⟩. Each edge
also records a visit count N (st , at ), an action-value Q(st , at ), and
the prior probability Pr0 (at |st ) from a pre-trained Seq2Seq predictor
P. Based on the game tree, we run the tree search by iteratively implementing a play including four phases: 1) Selection: select actions
at according to a Predictor Upper Confidence Bound (PUCB) and
traverse the tree from root to a leaf node. PUCB is defined as:
pÍ
h
i
b N (s, b)
at = arg max Q(st , a) + cpuct Pr 0 (st , a)
, (1)
a
1 + N (st , a)
where Pr0 (st , a) holds the prior probabilities from a pre-trained predictor P0 and cpuct controls the scale of exploration. This search
control strategy initially prefers actions with high prior probability
and low visit count, but asymptotically prefers actions with high
action value [23]. 2) Evaluation: evaluate the sequences of actions
selected along the tree traversal and compute the reward r t . 3) Expansion: expand the leave node with K child nodes that contain
the actions with top-k prior probabilities. 4) backup: increment the
visit count N (st , at ) and update the action-values Q(st , at ) (the expected cumulative future rewards [28] that look ahead to the end of
predictions) on all the traversed edges.

Figure 5: An example of move from the root node.
After implementing M (play number) plays, we make a move from
the root node by sampling an action according to the distribution of
visit number: â ∽ π (a|sr oot ), because visit numbers are proportional
to the action optimality (computed by PUCB during tree search).
After determining the predicted action â, we move the root to the
child node through the edge recording the action (see Figure 5). After

moving, the next play will start from the new root. We iteratively
implement the move T times until we generate a final prediction
sequence Ŷ1···T = {â 1 , â 2 , · · · , âT }.
4.3.2 Parallelize MCTS. To improve the running efficiency, we
propose a batching update to the parallel implementation of MCTS .
Previous works on parallel MCTS algorithms [3] perform the parallel tree searches in separate threads. During running, each thread
interacts with the Seq2Seq predictor and the reward simulator independently, which undermines the advantage of highly parallel matrix
computation implemented in GPU [9]. As evidence, our experiment
(Table 3) shows the running time of the evaluation phase (where
MCTS interacts with the neural models) dominates others for the
traditional parallel MCTS. To overcome this limitation, we merge
the selected states from individual threads and batch the inputs before computing prior probabilities and rewards. After evaluation,
those values are distributed to the parallel threads. This updating
significantly reduces the number of interactions, and thus improves
the algorithm efficiency. We show an example in Figure 4.

5

LEARNING

This section introduces our learning method that incorporates MCTS
into both the training and the inference procedures.

5.1

Training Procedure

The goal of training is 1) updating the pre-trained Seq2Seq predictor
P0 and 2) learning a reward simulator Ŝ. We apply the Reinforce
algorithm [19] to update the Seq2Seq predictor, but unlike previous
works [26] applying only sentences and rewards pairs from training
dataset, our MCTS generates and evaluates numerous exploration
sequences Ỹ e during the tree search. The exploration sequences
⟨X , Ỹ e ⟩ along with the reward signals r e = Sim(Ỹ e , Y ∗ ) record the
searching information of MCTS and significantly expand the training
samples. The parameters of the Seq2Seq predictor P are updated by:
N

θP ← θP +

i
d hÕ e
e
r n log Pr(Y˜n |X n )
P
dθ n=1

(2)

For the reward simulator S, it is trained to measure if the exploration
e } manage to capture the facts hidden in
sequences Ỹ e ={F˜1e , ..., F˜N
p
source sentence X , so we update the simulator parameters with the
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same exploration samples by:
θS ← θS −

Np
N Õ
Õ

h
i2
d
∗
˜ e ) − S(X n , F˜ e )
ð(F
,
F
i,n
i,n
i,n
dθ S n=1 i=1

(3)

∗ and F˜ e are facts in target sequences and exploration
where Fi,n
i,n
sequences, N is the batch size, Np is the number of predicted fact
and Gestalt Pattern Matching ð measures string similarity.

5.2

Inference Procedure

During the inference procedure, given an input sentence, we implement another to search the prediction sequences, under the guidance
of the updated predictor P̂ and reward simulator Ŝ from training.
Unlike previous learning-based sequence prediction models [19, 26]
which determine predictions by directly applying a simple heuristic search algorithm (e.g., beam search) on the output probabilities,
our algorithm utilizes reward signals, and the reinforcement learning method in MCTS guarantees that each predicted item (word
or symbol) will look ahead to the end of prediction and has the
largest expected cumulative rewards [28]. Our experiment results (table 1) also indicate that the beam search cannot achieve comparable
performance with MCTS even if we use a large beam size.

6

EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

This section studies the performance of MCTS by evaluating the
predicted facts and measuring the running efficiency.

6.1

Experiment Setting

6.1.1 Dataset: A recent survey for OIE [18] provided a detailed
investigation over the available datasets. We find the most commonly
applied datasets are WEB, WIKI, NYT, and PENN, which record
sentences from web text, Wikipedia, New York Times Corpus, and
Penn Treebank respectively. The datasets, however, record only less
than 500 source sentences [6]. The lack of training data makes our
models overfit the sentences, as our preliminary experiments show.
In this paper, we apply a recently proposed SAOKE dataset 1
which contains over 47,000 source-target sequences ⟨X , Y ⟩ pair
from Baike, one of the largest web-based encyclopedias. Unlike
many system-labeling datasets (e.g., OIE 2016 [24]) that utilize outputs from pattern-matching systems to supervise training, SAOKE
contains manually labeled ground-truth facts from crowd-sourcing.
The facts are extractions from human professionals, and thus more
accurately present the information of source sentences.
6.1.2 Running Settings: We split the SAOKE dataset, containing
47,000 source sentences and target sequences, into training (80%),
validation(10%) and testing(10%) set. To simulate the practical OIE
environment, we hide the target sequences from models during
inference. The expansion number K is set to 3, with which our preliminary experiment shows a satisfactory performance. Our method
is implemented with the PaddlePaddle2 deep learning platform.
6.1.3 Comparison Methods: We compare two traditional OIE
models based on pattern matching techniques. The first model CORE
[29] is a system that selects entity-relation triples by matching a series of intermediate NLP components, including word segmentation,
1 http://ai.baidu.com/broad/subordinate?dataset=saoke
2 https://www.paddlepaddle.org.cn

syntactic parsing, and rules extraction. The second model [12] builds
an unsupervised OIE extractor based on Dependency Semantic Normal Forms (DSNF). Compared to CORE, this model imposes no
restrictions on the relative positions among entities and relationships.
We also compare several more advanced end-to-end extractors:
Logician [26] is a Seq2Seq predictor designed for the OIE task.
It applies target sequences to supervise the model training with
the teacher-forcing technique. To improve the model performance,
Ranzato et al. [19] proposed a reinforce algorithm for the sequence
prediction tasks. They refined the model with only samples and their
expected rewards from training data. A continuing work [25] defines
an Open-Domain Information Narration (OIN) task which transfers
the extracted facts back to a source sentence. Their model assembles
both the OIE agent and the OIN agent into a “dual” system, and
utilizes the dual structure as a reinforcement learning paradigm.
Besides the existing baseline methods, we also investigate the
impact of inference strategies. We perform a beam search on the
updated Seq2Seq predictor P̂ from training procedure (denoted by
MCTS@Train) and infer the final predictions (denoted by Beam@Infer).
This comparison method (MCTS@Train + Beam@Infer ) enables us
to study the effect of replacing MCTS inference with a beam search.
We compare it with our approach: MCTS@Train + MCTS@Infer.

6.2

Performance Evaluation

This experiment studies the accuracy of extracted facts. We evaluate
the facts by their similarity with the ground-truth facts. The extracted
facts are labeled as “true” if their relations, subjects, and objects are
the same as that from the ground-truth facts. Given these labels, we
compute the quantification metrics including precision (P), recall (R)
and F1-score. The performances of our approach and comparison
methods are reported in Table 1. For the models applying beam
search, we experiment with both a common beam size (B = 3) and a
large beam size (B = 50) to study the impact of search scale.
Table 1: Evaluation results for the predicted facts.
P
DSNF
CORE
Logician(B = 3)
Reinforce(B = 3)
Dual(B=3)
Logician(B = 50)
Reinforce(B = 50)
Dual(B = 50)
MCTS@Train +
Beam@Infer(B = 3)
MCTS@Train +
Beam@Infer(B = 50)
MCTS@Train +
MCTS@Infer (Ours)

Training Data
R
F1

P

Testing Data
R
F1

0.126
0.348
0.560
0.580
0.594
0.555
0.583
0.594

0.100
0.183
0.478
0.460
0.499
0.491
0.460
0.501

0.170
0.240
0.515
0.513
0.543
0.521
0.514
0.544

0.220
0.400
0.469
0.487
0.494
0.466
0.485
0.498

0.112
0.1760
0.400
0.410
0.426
0.407
0.416
0.422

0.148
0.232
0.432
0.445
0.457
0.435
0.448
0.457

0.573

0.475

0.519

0.518

0.425

0.467

0.586

0.473

0.523

0.519

0.422

0.465

0.690

0.582

0.632

0.611

0.506

0.554

From the results, we can see that the pattern matching methods
(DSNF and CORE) achieve only limited performance, especially for
the recall metric. It is caused by a large number of unmatched facts
during extraction, which proves that the pre-defined rules or schemas
fail to generalize to all the natural language corpus. Compared to
them, the end-to-end model Logician manages to predict the facts
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with higher precision and recall. We also find that despite both
Reinforce and Dual can improve the performance of our Seq2Seq
model, but insufficient exploration inhibits the growth of accuracy.
Another crucial obseravation is that the updated predictor manages to further improve the model performance for testing data
(see MCTS@Train+Beam@Infer) after training with the exploration
samples generated by MCTS. It’s because the MCTS effectively
explores the candidate words and symbols that are likely to appear
under different situations, and thus generates the exploration sentences of high quality. As evidence, Figure 6 shows the rewards of
facts generated by MCTS are much larger than that from the Seq2Seq
predictor (logician). By combining the exploration samples with the
large scale tree search, our approach (MCTS@Train+MCTS@Infer)
achieves the best performance among all comparison methods.

to extract the correct relations but predicts the wrong subjects or
objects. A typical example is the misuse of placeholder "_". When
the information in a source sentence is incomplete, the target fact
will use a "_" to mark the missing subject or object. It is hard for
our model to realize the missing information and generate a "_" in
the correct position. Another major type of error (over 30% for both
training and testing set) is incomplete or over-extracted relations. It
is difficult for our model to match the complete human knowledge.

6.4

Efficiency Evaluation

The running time is an important criterion for MCTS, as it consumes significantly larger computing sources than the traditional
pattern match methods. In this experiment, we compare the running
time of our batched parallel MCTS against another two common
implementations of MCTS, including a single thread MCTS and a
traditional parallel MCTS [3]. To provide a detailed evaluation of
efficiency, we divide an entire play of MCTS into four main phases
including Selection, Expansion, Evaluation, and Backup (introduced
in Section 4.2) and study their individual running time.
Table 3: Total running time (by minutes). Num indicates the
number of source sentences and ∓ denotes the estimated time.
Model
Single
MCTS

Figure 6: Distribution of fact rewards from prediction sentences. The numbers of source sentences are 1 (left) and 20
(right). Compared to Logician, MCTS explores more facts having rewards that approximate 1 (the reward for ground-truth).
However, the success of MCTS does not simply imply a larger
scale of search will always help. For example, our results show that
the performance of the beam search cannot match that of MCTS
during inference even if we set a very large beam size (B = 50).
Unlike other search algorithms, MCTS benefits a lot from its underlying heuristic (PUCB) which not only balances the exploration and
exploitation (see Eq. (1)) but also enables our model to look ahead
to the end of predictions (with action-value Q).

6.3

Error Analysis

We summarize the prediction errors of our approach and analyze
the model limitation, which pinpoints the direction of improvement
for future work. Following [8], we randomly select 100 prediction
sequences generated by MCTS during inference and summarize the
error of predicted facts in Table 2.
Table 2: Prediction error by percentage.

Error Type
Correct relation,incorrect subjects
Correct relation,incorrect objects
Incomplete/over-extracted relation
Incorrect relation category
Wrong relation
Other, include incorrect format

Training
28.1%
15.6%
34.4%
12.5%
9.4%
0%

Testing
13.5%
24.3%
32.4%
8.1%
16.2%
5.4%

We find a large section of incorrect facts (over 40% for the training
set and 30% for the testing set) appears when our model manages

Parallel
MCTS
Batched Parallel
MCTS

Num
30
60
120
30
60
120
30
60
120

Selection
2.22
4.38
8.98
0.03
0.06
0.12
0.06
0.13
0.28

Evaluation
3020.74
5915.83∓
12244.14∓
440.31
780.82∓
1590.77∓
22.61
37.00
78.98

Expansion
0.07
0.11
0.22
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.02

Backup
1.60
3.12
7.69
0.04
0.07
0.14
0.04
0.11
0.37

Table 3 records the running time of extracting facts from different
numbers of source sentences (30, 60 and 120). An apparent observation is the parallel MCTS (both traditional and ours) processes
much faster than single thread MCTS. It is consistent with the results
in [3]. We also find the running time of the evaluation dominates
the other three phases. It is because interacting with deep model s
(the Seq2Seq predictor and the reward simulator) requires complex
GPU matrix computation and becomes rather time-consuming. This
phenomenon becomes more serious as we are handling more source
sentences together. To alleviates the problem, our approach merges
the individual threads and batches the select samples before evaluations, which significantly reduces the increase of running time as the
model is required to process a larger number of source sentences.

7

CONCLUSION

This paper introduces an RL framework that enables MCTS to search
the optimal prediction for the task of OIE. Under this framework,
MCTS efficaciously explores the action spaces with the guidance
of a pre-trained Seq2Seq model during training. We apply the explorations samples to update the predictor and the simulator. During
inference, we launch another MCTS to search for the optimal predictions with the updated predictor and simulator. Empirical evaluation
demonstrates that our approach achieves a significant higher prediction accuracy and running efficiency over other comparison methods.

Extracting Knowledge from Web Text with Monte Carlo Tree Search
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